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Cyber Security Advisory : Zeus Sphinx Banking Trojan Amid COVID-19

This data is to be considered as TLP:GREEN

The Sphinx malware based on the Zeus banking trojan is using COVID-19 themed attack by sending phishing and malspam
campaigns. The malware core capability is to steal account credentials from online banking sites. When infected users land on a
targeted online banking portal, Sphinx dynamically fetches web injections from its Command-and-Control (C2) server to modify
the page that user sees, so that the information that the user enters into the log-in fields is sent to the attacker.
The malicious phishing and malspam email enables the macros and creates a malicious folder under %SYSTEMDRIVE% and
writes a batch file into it. The execution of this batch file writes a VBS file in to the same folder and then malware uses a
legitimate WScript.exe process to execute the VBS file and creates a communication channel with the Command and Control
server, which downloads  core Sphinx executable DLL . The variant communicates with Command and Control  server using a
web-based control panel for web injects called “Tables”. Once a connection to the Tables panel has been established, Sphinx
fetches additional JavaScript files for its web injects to fit with the targeted bank website being browsed by the user. Injections are
all set up on the same domain with specific JS scripts for each bank/target. Finally, Sphinx signs malicious code using a digital
certificate that validates it, making it easier for it to stay under the radar of common antivirus tools when injected to the browser
processes. The malware creates a run key in the Registry, so that the DLL is triggered using the Regsrv32.exe process. The
malware also creates two registry hives under HKCU\Software\Microsoft\, each one containing  a key that holds part of its
configuration.

Recommendation:

Identify malicious/suspicious emails by checking the source of email.
Disable macros of office programs.
Keep updated antivirus/software.
Browse securely with HTTPS.

Reference: 

https://threatpost.com/zeus-sphinx-banking-trojan-covid-19/154274/

This document is distributed as TLP: GREEN. Recipients may share TLP: GREEN information with peers and partner
organizations within their sector or community, but not via publicly accessible channels. Information in this category can be
circulated widely within a particular community. TLP: GREEN information may not be released outside of the community.

Advisory No: Adv/2020/Apr/010

Cyber Security Advisory: Zoom Vulnerabilities Expose Users to Spying

This data is to be considered as TLP: GREEN

The Zoom video conferencing application has been found affected by several vulnerabilities that can be exploited to spy on
users, escalate privilges and capture Windows credentials. While posted on Zoom chat the Universal Naming Convention (UNC)
path becomes clickable . The attacker uses a specially crafted link that points to an attacker’s server and the users Windows NT
LAN Manager(NTLM) username and password hash are sent to the attacker server. The attacker can then use these credentials
to launch Server Message Block (SMB) relay attacks.
In the macOS version of Zoom the two weakness are found . First,  Zoom’s macOS installer is affected by a flaw that allows a
local, unprivileged attacker or a piece of malware to gain root privileges. This can be achieved by replacing or modifying a
specific script that is executed as root during installation.Second, a code injection vulnerability can allow an attacker to inject a
malicious library into Zoom’s trusted process context. A piece of malware can leverage this to record Zoom meetings, or launch
Zoom in the background and abuse it to access the victim’s microphone and webcam with no macOS alerts.

The users are recommended to update the application to the latest version.

Reference: 

https://www.securityweek.com/zoom-vulnerabilities-expose-users-spying-other-attacks

This document is distributed as TLP: GREEN. Recipients may share TLP: GREEN information with peers and partner
organizations within their sector or community, but not via publicly accessible channels. Information in this category can be
circulated widely within a particular community. TLP: GREEN information may not be released outside of the community.
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The information provided by NCIIPC above is on "as is" basis only. System owners are advised to independently evaluate the
contents for its applicability in their specific environment, and take appropriate action as per their own assessment of the
implications of the alert/ advisory on their systems. NCIIPC will not be liable for any issues or problems that may arise
from application or non-application of the alert/ advisory. System owners are wholly responsible for cyber security updates to
their information technology systems.
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